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As a part-time hospice volunteer, Eric Lindner provides companion care to dying strangers.
They’re chatterboxes and recluses, religious and irreligious, battered by cancer, congestive
heart failure, Alzheimer’s, old age. Some cling to life amazingly. Most pass as they expected.In
telling his story, Lindner reveals the thoughts, fears, and lessons of those living the ends of their
lives in the care of others, having exhausted their medical options or ceased treatment for their
illnesses. In each chapter, Lindner not only reveals the lessons of lives explored in their final
days, but zeroes in on how working for hospice can be incredibly fulfilling.As he’s not a doctor,
nurse, or professional social worker, just a volunteer lending a hand, offering a respite for other
care providers, his charges often reveal more, and in more detail, to him than they do to those
with whom they spend the majority of their time. They impart what they feel are life lessons as
they reflect on their own lives and the prospect of their last days.Lindner captures it all in his
lively storytelling. Anyone who knows or loves someone working through end of life issues, living
in hospice or other end of life facilities, or dealing with terminal or chronic illnesses, will find in
these pages the wisdom of those who are working through their own end of life issues, tackling
life’s big questions, and boiling them down into lessons for anyone as they age or face illness.
And those who may feel compelled to volunteer to serve as companions will find motivation,
inspiration, and encouragement. Rather than sink under the weight of depression, pity, or
sorrow, Lindner celebrates the lives of those who choose to live even as they die.

In this endearing and personal book, Attorney and entrepreneur Lindner details his experiences
volunteering in hospice with colorful storytelling, practical advice, and encouragement for those
coming to terms with the end of life. As a new volunteer, Lindner learns that there are 5300
hospices in the U.S. and they rely heavily on volunteers. While Lindner’s early training included
“dos and don’ts,” he tends to follow his own path, causing some raised eyebrows and, in one
case, nearly landing himself in a lawsuit. Still, Lindner’s heart is in the right place and he soldiers
on with a positive attitude, especially given that a hospice volunteer never knows what he’s
stepping into. One thing is for certain, a hospice volunteer must deal with profound moral
dilemmas and emotional issues. Lindner’s open access to patients combined with his hectic
travel schedule has him receiving calls at all times of day and night and on various continents
and he’s frank about these life and death issues. Lindner takes on this heavy subject from a
special perspective and he does so eloquently, providing insight and inspiration to those who
read along. ― Publishers WeeklyAuthor Eric Lindner's debut is somewhat like an Irish wake.
There are tears, but also joy and surprising levity. His writing honors and gives voice to those
intensely personal moments that patients and their loved ones endure and find reasons to
celebrate. . . .Lindner urges us to be still, present and listen with all our sensory antennae to the



winks and whispers, hugs and mumbles, sighs and chuckles of those on the cusp of the
Hereafter. The unspoken, the look, the long deep breath, the tear in the corner of the eye, and
the tight grip of the hand—these are the unspoken things that speak volumes. As a 'companion
caregiver,' he ushers us into the lives of seven special patients, illuminating what's relevant to
and for the dying—and the living. As far as the dying are concerned, Lindner observes, one of
the most relevant things 'is preserving a shred of privacy and dignity, which can be tough when
you're incontinent, your wig's on backward, or you can't find your false teeth.' . . . Lindner is an
honest teacher, not one to shy away from highlighting his own foibles. Yet he demonstrates how
all of us, even the most 'unskilled,' can help alleviate pain and suffering -- while learning great
lessons in the process. He brings to us patients with whom we can all sympathize and identify.
Lindner's stories echo Khalil Gibran, who said, 'Pain breaks the shell that encloses
understanding.' ― The Huffington PostHospice Voices: Lessons For Living at the End of Life is a
memoir written by a lay hospice volunteer who shares with us his moving story of spending time
with those facing their mortality. It's a beautiful book, deeply instructive to the professional and
layperson alike. ... Hospice Voices is a truly beautiful work of love, written in heartfelt and
genuine prose that clearly demonstrates Lindner's love and respect for his clients, as well as his
clear-eyed views on mortality and illness, not to mention his own internal process during the
course of his volunteering. Rather than the words of a professional, Lindner's book is a love song
written by a layperson; a love song infused with understanding, pathos, authenticity and raw
honesty. Sharing deeply about his family, his own life, as well as his young daughter's
experience of being diagnosed with thyroid cancer, the author's personality shines brilliantly
through his flowing, simple yet moving prose. I highly recommend Hospice Voices for anyone
who has experienced the death of a loved, expects to experience the death of a loved one, or
who thinks that they themselves may die one day. Does that seem like I'm recommending it to
everyone? I most certainly am. ― Digital DoorwayEric Lindner’s book Hospice Voices: Lessons
for Living at the End of Life is a powerful testament to hospice volunteers. The Post’s article and
Lindner’s book are the best gifts one can give to a family suffering through one of life’s most
difficult moments. ― The InstrumentalistThis is an honest, pull no punches look at coming to
terms with the one thing we will all do—die. In this well-documented and highly-readable book,
Lindner proves an adept chronicler of the individual human stories that make up his journey to
understand that beauty and grace can exist at the end stages of life. Lindner deftly reminds us of
the power of the small things, the simple gestures and the importance of dignity for those that
face a terminal situation. Throughout the book, we meet people approaching the end of life in
their own individual ways, with different measures of love, faith and family.This book
simultaneously opened my heart and broke it as each story taught me how hope and dignity can
exist even in terminal situations. As a hospice volunteer, Lindner teaches us all that the ability to
ease and bear witness to someone’s journey at the end stage of life is perhaps the ultimate gift
one human can give another. -- Lee Woodruff, NY Times #1 Bestselling AuthorHeart attacks,
strokes, and heart failure claim more lives than any other disease state. Over my career I've seen



my share of sadness due to the ravages of end-stage cardiovascular disease. But I've also seen
terminal patients and their loved ones wring out great joy and meaning in the final months of life.
This book is joyful, insightful, witty, and truly meaningful. It tugged at my heart, tickled my funny
bone, and served up numerous insights and tips that had escaped me when trying to advise
patients and their families. What a marvelous set of stories that should be read by all adults. It
inspires us to live life to the fullest and respect and learn from the past in order to better deal with
future uncertainty. -- Roger S. Blumenthal M.D., director at Johns Hopkins Ciccarone Center for
the Prevention of Heart DiseaseAs a physician who cares for the chronically ill and dying I all too
often see people who are alone in the midst of their suffering. Trained volunteers, like Eric
Lindner, play such an immensely important role in providing that companionship to the patient.
His book reminds all of us that we are invited to attend to others – not to change them, not to
judge them, not to fix them. We are there simply to listen and to be witnesses to the suffering
and joy of others in their living and in their dying. Presence to others, as Lindner describes so
poignantly in his book, is a transformative sacred act for the patient and for the companion. Eric
Lindner’s book inspires all of us to enter the sacredness of living and dying with openness and
courage. -- Christina M. Puchalski, MD, MS, FACP; director of George Washington University’s
Institute for Spirituality and Health; professor of George Washington University School of
Medicine and Health SciencesThis book intrigued me because of the author’s pledge to donate
100% of his profits to charity. His book moved me because it's an illustration that there are many
ways we can provide love and justice in this world. We think of love in our daily affections for
those close to us. We think of justice in the work of social movements. But all religions teach that
at the heart of justice is love, hospitality, and kindness to strangers. It is hard to imagine a better
example of exactly that than this book, and in reading it, one comes away knowing that as in
sacred scripture, Lindner has encountered and served angels themselves. -- Timothy L. Fort,
PhD, JD, Everleigh Professor of Business Ethics, Kelley School of Business, Indiana University;
author of many works including Business, Integrity, and Peace: Beyond Geopolitical and
Disciplinary BoundariesEric Lindner gives voice to those in their final days so that we may better
listen, love, and learn from their example. A must read for any caregiver - volunteer or family. --
Vince Evans, MSW, Vice President of Patient Services, Hospice of the ValleyBeautiful, funny,
poignant. I was mesmerized. -- Sen. Mark Warner (D-VA)I started Hospice Voices and read it
straight through. I was deeply moved by the extraordinary people I met in the book. -- Will
Schwalbe, author of the New York Times bestseller, The End of Your Life Book ClubI love this
book! It’s a brilliant story…well-told. -- John Toal, BBC RadioAbout the AuthorEric Lindner is an
attorney and entrepreneur. A hospice volunteer since 2009, he lives outside Warrenton, VA.
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A MM Fan, “The Best Book Ever for the Most Difficult Time in One's Life. I have given dozens of
copies of this book to friends and acquaintances who are coping with the failing health of loved
ones. If only I had read this book as my own dad lay dying, I could have made our last moments
together so much better but all I really did was sit next to him and cry. But Lindner, this angel of
a volunteer and talented author, taught me that real connections are made while holding food in
one hand, grasping the loved one's hand with the other, and listening to anything and everything
that person has to say. Lindner's training in preparation for being a hospice volunteer and his
shared techniques to really connect with people are applicable throughout life with others. I
would hope that copies of the book would be made available in nursing homes, hospital rooms
and in hospices around the nation. Lindner makes all GW grads proud that he is one. In addition
to being a successful businessman, loving father, doting husband, cheerful volunteer and able
writer, he is a true Renaissance man and a philanthropist because he's giving the proceeds from
this book to numerous hospices and the GW Institute for Spirituality and Health.”

Marie W., “well written, entertaining. well written, entertaining and poignant at the same time. I
would recommend this book for anyone who is interested in volunteering for Hospice. It kept my
attention and the descriptions of the people Eric worked with were beautiful.”

Gary R. Hacker, “Outstanding Insight Into Hospice Care and Hospice Volunteers. I was initially
drawn to "Hospice Voices" because of a personal interest in hospice and in volunteer
management. My initial expectations were far exceeded by the time I finished reading the book.
Eric Lindner provides many outstanding insights into both the people receiving hospice services
and the work of the hospice volunteer--and he is a great storyteller, so he really held my
attention!I highly recommend "Hospice Voices" to anyone who wants to learn more about
hospice, especially those who have a family member or friend who is, or will be, receiving
hospice services. In addition, it is a great book for anyone who is looking for a greatly needed
and rewarding volunteer opportunity. For those who are seriously considering becoming a
hospice volunteer, this book will provide practical insight into both positive and negative aspects
of a challenging, satisfying, and ongoing volunteer experience.”

Mike in Milwaukee, “The real deal, a powerful observer. I don't have a lot of time to read, but this
connected with me. This author has a certain voice, a way of capturing the special stuff about
people and he writes it really well. I think he just has a way of describing things that we might
gloss over, but they are things that make life real. I kept feeling a connection to people I have
known, people in my own life, while reading this. It made me ponder about death in a new way,
to want dignity for myself and all the people I care about. I bought 6 more to give away, and I am
going to have to order more. Its not just stories; this is genuine. For me this offers some of those
rare insights about life.  Superb.”



Ebook Library Reader, “Inspiring. I just finished reading your wonderful book. I am a hospice
volunteer in a Kansas City suburb and could not put the book down. You have given me
inspiration on how to approach some of my patient's when they seem a bit unapproachable.
Being a hospice volunteer is one of the most rewarding things I have done in my 59 years. It can
be sad at times but being present for someone or just holding a hand gives me an
uncomparable feeling of happiness.I have told my volunteer coordinator about your book and
have suggested that she recommend it as a great read for new and old volunteers.Thank you so
much Eric. Bridget Cooper”

mark l joseph, “Lessons for living not only at the end of life - but, how to help others to live a
better life !. The author reminds us what is really important in life. He shows us how we can find
happiness and fulfillment by helping others. His very well written account of his journey from
novice caregiver to a trusted family friend , shows us the way we can help ourselves by helping
others. Mr. Lindner's writing and insights are thoughtful captivating, and enjoyable. A tough
subject - presented in a very positive , encouraging and uplifting way - even with a sense of
humor. With baby boomers reaching middle age, and many with aging parents , this book is
very important and timely. I recommend this book highly - one that should be shared in most
families !”

Karen Wrege, “Filled with extraordinary love, truth, and hope - a must-read. I have never wanted
to read about death and have conscientiously avoided it. I heard about this book because of a
2nd degree of separation with the Lindner family. I simply could not put the book down. Eric is a
storyteller able to convey complex emotions of sadness, anger, love, hope and joy in a way that
made me feel like I was in the room with him. I was humbled to read his personal accounts with
his patients and awestruck by his willingness to share his own stories. This a book that everyone
needs to read to be reminded of what it means to be human.”

Marci Grant, “A must read book, not only for those using Hospice, but for those who someday
will need their services.. The author, in his caring, sensitive manner, becomes a vital connector,
with not only the patient, but with the caregivers. He goes out of his way to do special things,
which brings a smile and even a tear to those involved, including himself. Throughout the book,
Eric weaves some of his own personal battles and those of his family to give the reader a true
picture of someone who has been through challenging times himself. At some point we all will
face many of the circumstances related by Eric. His book, revealing many new perspectives on
the end of life, is definitely worth reading!”

David Waddington, “Moving and intensely interesting.. Written in a very absorbing way by one
who knows. A great read for anyone working in paliative care or considering volunteering to
work in hospice.”



The book by Eric Lindner has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 41 people have provided feedback.
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